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Keep Current

Updated as the day’s events unfold, our Keep Current page provides regulatory updates from FERC and EPA, legislative updates on energy-related bills from both houses of Congress, and selected federal court decisions on energy and environmental cases. Our energy and environmental blog, The Green Mien, focuses on relevant regulatory topics at the federal, state, and local level. Or check out our Daily Energy News, a publication that includes:

- The latest FERC rulemaking actions
- Relevant North American energy stories from the world press
- Recent law firm memos on topics of interest
- Selected Federal Appellate Decisions
- Recent energy legislation
- Final Rules Effective Date Calendar

SEC Disclosure & Transactions

On our SEC Filings page, robust search fields at both the filing and company levels complement full Boolean text search capabilities. A suite of dedicated and complementary search pages offer more targeted searching.

Our Risk Factors page offers terms mapped to specific categories of risk disclosed by public companies. The Environmental Risk Category includes terms from Biological Materials to Environmental Laws to Natural Disasters.

Our SEC Filings page allows you to search by industry, including:

- Coal Mining
- Metal Mining
- Oil & Gas Extraction
- Pipelines, Except Natural Gas
- Forestry
- Electric, Gas and Sanitary Services
- Petroleum Refining and Related Industries

This same page lets you run exhibit-specific searches, allowing you to pinpoint M&A materials like merger agreements, acquisition agreements, stock purchase agreements, and more. Or search for joint venture agreements, press releases, rights agreements, or subsidiaries.

Contact us to learn more.
866-650-3600
www.lexisnexis.com/lsmsupport
Laws, Rules, Agencies

Our Laws, Rules, and Agency Materials platform aggregates and streamlines the presentation of our federal legal and legislative documents. Here you will find the complete U.S. Code, the complete CFR, all bills in current Congress, and the full Federal Register dating back to 1998, allowing you to cross-search multiple databases.

Search through these resources with our new dynamic faceting, which brings an unprecedented degree of sophistication to your research. Or browse through the U.S. Code or CFR to compile custom documents from relevant titles, including:

- CFR Title 10—Energy
- CFR Title 30—Mineral Resources
- CFR Title 40—Protection of Environment
- U.S. Code Title 16—Conservation
- U.S. Code Title 30—Mineral Lands & Mining

This search page also offers federated searching across 50 federal and regulatory oversight agencies. We provide materials from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of Energy (DOE), the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and many energy- and environment-related resources from the Government Accountability Office (GAO). And now we offer resources from both the Department of the Interior and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).

You can take any search query and convert it into a customized query alert. When a document meeting your search criteria is released, you’ll instantly receive either an email or RSS alert (depending on your preference).

Law Firm Memos

This unrivaled database of expert commentary features over 100,000 memos from North America’s top legal and accounting firms. Keep up with the latest legal developments, or do in-depth research on special topics.

- Our memos now cover a broad range of 46 practice areas, which include Energy, Environmental, Land Use, and more.
- Create daily email alerts by authoring firm, practice area, and text string.